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Kirchhoff equation (vibration of elastic string):

Introduction

・・・ time local estimate!



(C)

(A0)

Consider the following Cauchy problem:

[Colombini - De Giorgi - Spagnolo (1979)]

(Gevrey class of order s)



(Energy Conservation)



(Generalized Energy Conservation = GEC)

Question:  Doesn’t  (GEC) hold in general if 

Can we take a cancellation of the oscillating energy due to 
the oscillating coefficient?



(GEC)
?

Remark

Question: Can (GEC) hold for infinitely oscillating coefficients?

Consider the following condition:



Infinitely oscillating coefficients

Example.

Example. ([Reissig-Smith (2005)]) 

Finite number of oscillations is not necessary for (GEC)!

Main purpose:



Theorem. ([Reissig-Smith (2005)]) 

Remark. 



Sketch of the proof.
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(Hyperbolic zone）

(Pseudo-differential zone）







Key of the proof 

(Diagonalization)



Why can we overcome the infinitely oscillations?



Related results

([Reissig-Yagdjian (2000)]) 



([Wirth (2006)]) 





Refined diagonalization procedure

Question:





Lemma.





(GEC) for very fast oscillating coefficient

very slow oscillation (trivial case)

slow oscillation (critical case)

very fast oscillation



Contradiction to the example of no (GEC):

(stabilization property)

does not satisfy the stabilization property







Theorem. ([H. (2007)]) 

Corollary. 



(slow oscillation)
(very fast oscillation)

(trivial condition) (stabilization)



Related results (Cm property of the coefficients)

I. Unbounded propagation speed: [H. -Wirth, preprint]

II. Dissipative wave equations: [H. -Wirth, 2008]

III. Applications to Kirchhoff type equations:
[Manfrin, 2005], [H., 2007]



Consideration near the critical case

Theorem. ([H.]) 
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